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Be a gift to the world

President’s MessagePresident’s MessageP It was an absolutely fruitful month! Busy yet enjoyable, a rewarding 4 weeks!
17 Feb Rotary Centenary Challenge Cup, the horses brought PP Peter a good harvest, and PP Ronald won a big red packet.  What a lucky night!18 Feb Peninsula Clubs 3-Generation Family Annual Dinner, happy together for this once a year, super warm family gathering!21 Feb Tender Our Loving Care, 同心獻關愛長者計劃之三“金猴獻瑞賀新歲”, 

26-28 Feb Sister Club Signing Ceremony with RC Makati San Lorenzo cum Tuloy Project Site Visit, two important missions in one trip. Thanks to powerful RC Tai Po, 15 of us attended! We are grateful to have one more sister club, and the Joint-International project completed successfully!
29 Feb Area 6 Spring Dinner, as usual the dinner was full of laughter! As PE William, Professor Yu and Joan participated in the exciting games on stage, we cheered them on from the floor. PP Pearl and Dr Sally sang and all of us danced on the same stage. Proud to see the team spirit of RC Tai Po. 
6 Mar Rotary Hong Kong Ultra Marathon 2016, thank you to our 8 runners!  Your sweat and tirelessness made the Club even stronger!  Congratulations to the OC Chair, our AG Frankie for organizing such a successful large scale event!
6 Mar Youth Music Chill Rotaract Loves Peace Music Festival, what a stunning concert! I could tell everyone enjoyed the atmosphere and the performances! The OC Chair, PP Francis has done a marvelous job! And no doubt, he is superb singer!
13 Mar Closing Ceremony of Star Reaching Project 2016, delighted to see the changes in our youngsters, becoming more mature, more caring, and having a clearer vision for their life. Thank you members and spouses for joining and supporting.
14 Mar Intercity Meeting, Congratulations to our new Major Donors (level one) AG Frankie and PP Francis for the achievement! Thank you Foundation Chair PP Louis for the beautiful work! 

The coming events and activities we cannot afford to miss!
17 Mar Rotary Golden Flower Youth Awards Ceremony, IPP Natalie, Dorothy, Jason and Minghay are the OCs.20 Mar Joint Youth Clubs Meeting, let's join our Rotaractors and Interactors for a dynamic afternoon!23 Mar Rotary Forum Housing Policy, our club is one of the supporting clubs.
Looking forward to seeing you more, and as often as possible! Happy Easter!     

wow…our Minghay, no,our Monkey King, was really the king of the event! Of course PP Dennis turned out to be the most popular God of Fortune! Thank you all fellow members and families for making it a meaningful and joyful afternoon. Thank you PP Pearl & Patrick for all the leadership work!
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I remember watching a scene in a Chinese costume drama when an old palace maid 
recalls her dismal story.  She was assigned to guard a wall.  Yes, it was a wall, not a 
door or an opening that she had to guard.  There was an oil lamp on this wall and so 
she thought she was there to guard the oil lamp to prevent it from going out or being 
snuffed; but she knew well that there were other oil lamps elsewhere which did not 
require anyone to stand guard.  Then someday, someone told her the need to stand 
guard was implemented many years ago when the wall was newly painted.  

In everyday life, there are quite a lot of behavior or practices which we do 
day in and day out without thinking or questioning the purpose – just like 
what the maid in that drama series had done.  The most frequent and 
annoying example is waiter or waitresses saying “excuse me”
continuously and excessively.  These two words are uttered as the 
waiters or waitresses unavoidably disturb the patrons.  But when the one 
who speaks does not mean it and his/her action actually prolongs the 
disturbance, then these two words become more of a nuisance. 

For instance, the waiter lays the food on the table while clanking the utensils and dishes noisily.  Taken 
together with his loud and meaningless “excuse me, excuse me”, his actions will simply irritate the 
patrons.  
More classical is when the waiter chooses to serve or collect dishes right in between you and your fellow 
diner, instead of politely serving next to you, on your side.  While he did so, he was all the time uttering 
the mechanical “excuse me”… How would you feel? 

Another similar incident is to knock on the 
door - no matter what.  A particular trainee 
solicitor in my firm (who has since left our 
employ) always committed this mistake and 
he really got on my nerves.  Knocking is to 
signify to the person within the room that 
you are about to gain entry to the room.  But 
when the door is already opened, and you 
have already had eye-contact with the person

Things seldom happen for no reason.  And of course, the timing and the surrounding circumstances also matter.  Before taking 

Someone was assigned to stand there and warn others not to go near in case they would ruin the paint.  However, when the 
paint dried, nobody remembered to cancel the directive to stand guard.  So the ‘tradition’ developed and someone was assigned 
to guard the wall ever since.  Nobody questioned or tried to find out the purpose of stationing the guard there in the first place.  

inside, there is really no need to knock hardly on the door, is there?  Entirely superfluous. 

the trip to Manila, a number of members 
(newer ones mostly) asked why we change 
from having Rotary Club of Alabang as 
sister club to Rotary Club of Makati San 
Lorenzo, or even: why do we need a sister 
club at all?  After the trip, the answer seems 
more than obvious.  The chemistry that 
bonds our two clubs somehow blossomed 
at the right time; and, with the right person 
in the form of meticulous PP Pearl taking 
the lead, her tireless effort in building the 
friendship successfully seals the deal 
between our two clubs.  Now that the new 
bondage is finally secured, we shall try our 
best to consummate the relationship and 
nurture the new found friendship for 
fruitful exchanges and service 
collaboration.  We change for the better! 
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February to March is a month of celebration of Rotary & 
Rotaract. 23rd February is the birthday of Rotary and this year 
is the 111th. 7-13th March is designated by RI as World 
Rotaract Week which our District just celebrated with the 
“Youth Music Chill” Peace Concert. How about some history 
lesson of Rotary for our new members? 

How Rotary get started

Rotary began on 23rd February 1905 in Chicago, Illinois, USA when lawyer Paul P. Harris 
gathered three colleagues to form a club aimed initially to promote the business interests and 
good fellowship of its members.  The other three colleagues were all from different profession 
& trades, namely Hiram Shorey, a merchant tailor, Silvester Schiele, a coal dealer, and 
Gustavus Loehr, a mining engineer (both Hiram & Gus soon left the club due to health and 
other reason and there was in fact a fifth founding member Harry Ruggles who was a printer 
and he went on to serve Rotary for 55 years and was most famous for introducing singing to 

The first club – Rotary Club of Chicago, eventually adopted service to community as one of its main objective and 
the first service project was to provide two public toilet stations in downtown Chicago in 1907.  In 1908 the 
second Rotary Club was organized in San Francisco, California, USA. with its first meeting held at the St. Francis 
Hotel in downtown San Francisco.  In 1910, the National Association of Rotary Clubs formed at the first Rotary 
Convention in Chicago with Paul Harris as its first President and this would lay the foundation for the birth of 
Rotary International.  In 1912 Rotary becomes international with admittance of club in Winnipeg, Ontario, 
Canada, followed later by clubs in Great Britain and Ireland. 

In 1919, the first Rotary club established in Asia (Manila, Philippines 
and later in Shanghai, China and in 1923 in Tientsin and in Beijing 
1924) and the first club in Hong Kong was founded in 1931.  Rotary 
has experienced tremendous growth and now developed into a truly
global organization with about 1.23 million members and 35,015 
clubs worldwide.  Our Rotary logo first started as a wagon wheel
which symbolized civilization and movement as proposed by Paul 
Harris and the current standard emblem with six spokes and 24 teeth 
was adopted by the 1929 Dallas Convention. 

Birth of Rotaract
The first Rotaract club began in 1968 in Charlotte, North Carolina, USA.  It was in fact born after 
the first Interact club was launched in 1962 at a high school in Melbourne, Florida, USA (World 
Interact Week in November).  Today there are about 194,028 Rotaractors from about 8,436 
clubs worldwide. 

Rotary club meetings.) The initiative to form Rotary came from Paul Harris’s 
longing to recreate in the bewildering city of Chicago the small-town 
friendliness and sense of belonging he had experienced growing up in New 
England.  The name “Rotary” was suggested by Paul Harris which was derived 
from the practice of founding members to rotate meetings between members’
places of business.  It is interesting to note that Paul Harris was in fact not the 
first President of this first Rotary club as he declined the position and 
nominated Silvester for the post and he only assumed the presidency in 1907. 
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As we are approaching our 25th Anniversary later this year, let’s look back at some old photos and learn about our history.  Our International Service just entered a 

Our first ever fellowship lunch with RC Alabang at                        RC Alabang’s 10th Anniversary Dinner in Alabang
Tai Po Hong  Lok Yuen Country Club 1993               Country Club Jan. 1996

At Tuloy street children village in Alabang 2006 & 2007                        25th Anniversary Dinner of RC Alabang 2011(Grants project site) 

Our relationship with RC Taipei dated back to Dec. 1998 when then President Peter Lam, David Loie and Justin Harkiewiczattended RC Taipei’s 50th Anniversary dinner and sponsored their dental project.  Sister club relationship was formally established in March 2001 with the simultaneous signing ceremony in both Hong Kong & Taipei (tele-conference)

Attended RC Taipei’s 2005 annual dinner         Karaoke at hot-spring resort hotel 2011 and golf day 2009 with RC Taipei 

new chapter with the formal establishment of sister club relationship with Rotary Club of Makati San Lorenzo from District 3830 Manila, Philippines.  Let’s take a look at our sister clubs development and activities with other clubs in the past. 
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Rotary Centenary Challenge Cup

Wilson Woo
Rotary Centenary Challenge Cup was successfully held on 17 February 2016. The event was hosted by 
Rotary Club of Kwai Chung.  Our club members sponsored a table to show our support to this event.  
Many Rotarians and friends from different clubs were there and shared the joy and happiness together.  I 
highly recommend you to join us next time if you are free!
Although I knew nothing about the horse racing, I did spend an unforgettable night on the racecourse 
with enchanting atmosphere and tense excitement.  With some racing tips, I made some bets but with no 
luck.
The No. 1 lucky guy was PP Peter.  He claimed he won several thousand bucks in at least 3 races by 
betting hundred bucks. It’s amazing!  PP Francis should be the No. 2 lucky guy when the MC announced 
he was the winner of the lucky draw of guessing the winning horse of the Rotary Centenary Challenge 
Cup.  However, he was tied up with something else, away from the hall and did not show up.  Afterwards, 
MC drew another name from the box, and PP Ronald was the replacement.  PP Ronald then became the 
No. 2 lucky guy!  
I almost forgot to let you know that the winning horse was “Lucky Profit”.  Wish we all share “luck and 
profit” in 2016! 
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3-Gen Peninsula Clubs Joint Meeting
Roger So

Apart from DG and some PDGs and other District Officials, we have 
a most welcome VIP – the God of Fortune.  No wonder some of our 
lucky members have won the Bingo game and some have won the 
lucky draw.  You may find out from the photos below who these 
lucky ones are. 

On 18 Feb, about eighteen members / spouses from RCTP attended the 3-Generation Peninsula Clubs 
joint meeting.  It is a good opportunity for reunion with our mother club, sibling clubs and  baby clubs.
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Tender Our Loving Care 金猴獻瑞賀新歲金猴獻瑞賀新歲金猴獻瑞賀新歲金猴獻瑞賀新歲 on 21 February 2016

Patrick Fong

All of us arrived before 2:00 pm.  At 2:30 pm, our MC, PP Jacky, announced commencement of the event.  Our guests were invited to the “eyes-dotting to lions” ceremony.  After that, the lion dance performance started.  This was followed by PP Pearl and Doris of YWCA sharing the photos of the last two programs.  Then, P Vikky delivered an opening speech, followed by presentation of souvenirs to various parties.

This is the third program of the “Tender Our Loving Care” Elderly Services Project.  This project is sponsored by Tsun Yip Waterworks Construction Co., Limited, organized by The Rotary Club of Tai Po and co-organized by YWCA Cheung ChingNeighbourhood Elderly Centre and Ming Yue Tong.  The theme is to celebrate Chinese New Year with 100+ elderly.  There were 40 volunteers from RC Tai Po & Rotaractors, spouses and friends and 20 from YWCA etc.  We invited the following persons as our honorable guests:
• JP Carmen K M Chan• Principal Kwok of the Buddhist Yip Kei Nam Memorial College• Mr. Jacky Fong of Ming Yue Tong• Mr. Alan Kwan, the representative of Tsun Yip Waterworks Construction Co., Ltd.• Ms. Rosanna Lai of YWCA• PDG Ada Cheng• AG Frankie Wu
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The highlight of the event was the arrival of the “God of Fortune” (acted by PP Dennis) and the “Golden Monkey King” (acted by Minghay) to mark the year of the Monkey.  Both of them walked round the hall delivering red packets to the elderly.  At the same time, they were very busy with their fans who invited them to take photos.

From 3:30 to 4:50 pm, there were many programs, such as Chinese Medicine/Herbal Soup talk, dancing,
handbell performance, singing, games, magic performance, lucky draw (conducted by PP Claire and VP Roger), Chinese opera performance, sport performance and modern dance performance.
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Before the elderly left the hall, they all received a “fortune bag” containing some daily necessities and an auspicious mandarin which sounds like “gold” in Chinese.  All of them were very happy.

I look forward to seeing you all at the next program.

Many thanks to PP Ping for assisting in finding a spacious venue.  Thanks PP Pearl and her organization committee for the excellent planning as well as the logistic arrangements which made the event a great success.  Of course, your participation and support are the most important elements.
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Manila Trip for Signing Sister Club Ceremony cum Tuloy Project Site Visit

Claire Mak 

Congratulations RCTP upon gaining a sister club - Rotary Club of Makati San Lorenzo, and with it, a whole host of 
friendship and fellowship! 

♥♥ The Sister Club Agreement - Day 1����

15 of us from RCTP, comprising of Vikky, Caren, 
William, Bebe, Peter, Louis, Claire, Jacky, Patrick, 
Torrente, Ada, Pearl, Alan, Ming-hay and Laura, 
went on a trip to seal the sister-club relationship 
with RC MSL.  The 3 days from 26 to 28 February 
2016 started out pretty cool over in HK (yes, the 
temperature) but was easily warmed up once we 
set foot in Manila - by both the Rotarian hospitality 
and the temperature.

After a warm welcome by President Charlotte and a 
couple of PPs of RCMSL at the airport, we were 
whisked off for lunch at XO Bistro, a cozy restaurant 
in SM Aura Mall.  Members from RCMSL turned out 
in numbers to cheerfully greet us as we got to know 
each other over some authentic Philippines food.  
The roast pig is not to be missed!

We strolled around and shopped a little before 
checking into Peninsula Manila and getting ready for 
the evening meeting.

The Meeting took place in Tower Club, a private club in 
Philamiife Tower, Makati City. The thoughtful 
arrangement of having a good mix of RCTP and 
RCMSL members at each table presented yet another 
good chance of getting to know each other.  The 
highlight of the evening was of course the long-awaited 
signing ceremony of the Sister Club Agreement.  Our 
very considerate host also dedicated a special 
celebration for PE William who was having his birthday 
that day.  Many Happy Returns to two Sister Clubs and 
of course to William. 
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As a special treat, after the dinner meeting, we were 
taken to the shore of the Manila Bay and witnessed 
the great Rotary publicity effort over in Manila: 
Rotary Theme “Be a Gift to the World” and the “End 
Polio” campaign shown by the huge lighted balloon 
display.  Wow, this is something we over in HK may 
find difficult to emulate. 

The joy of the evening was reinforced later in the 
evening, the Tai Po way - by a smaller, but by no 
means lesser, celebration with all RCTP delegates 
packed into PP Peter’s room, finishing the delicious 
birthday cake and consuming bottles of booze …

♥♥ The Project Site Visit - Day 2����
The 5-hour long ride to the Project site Tuloy
Foundation/don Bosco Street Children Village began 
as early at 8 am!  
We stopped over and 
visited the former 
home (now a 
museum) of the 
Philippines national 
hero Jose Rizal and 
got to know a bit about 
this reformist writer.

By the time we arrived at the project site at Tuloy sa
Don Bosco, it was already past 1 pm and members 
of our sister club, their DG Pepito and also old friend 
PP Edwin of RC Alabang were already there.  
Without further ado and at the initiation of Father 
Rocky, we proceeded with some very organic and 
refreshing lunch.  This is the first time I ate fern and it 
was tasty and crunchy! 

Then came the purpose of the Visit.  Father Rocky 
presented the project from how it started till the 
current date and gave us a quick look at how funds 
were amassed and used.  Of course, we were then 
shown around the grounds and the aquaponics
arrangements and got the chance to pick and taste 
cherry tomatoes, the real fruits of the project. 
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On the long way back to the city, we stopped over a 
small store alongside the Laguna and purchased the 
renowned salted eggs.  Louis demonstrated how to 
finish a balut (fertilized duck egg) that is boiled and 
eaten in the shell. Vikky just sucked whatever that 
oozed out. Ugh! 

Dinner was another memorable feat.  We were treated 
to a most sumptuous and delicious seafood dinner at 
Royal Kitchen.  Well, take a look at the photos and you 
shall see how delighted and satisfied everyone was.  

♥♥ The Send Off - Day 3����
We had a relaxing morning before joining our sister 
club members on a send-off lunch at Saisaki, one of 
PP Maridel’s restaurant.  Apart from boasting huge 
and all compassing international buffet counters, the 
band also gave us much entertainment.  Members 
from the 2 clubs sang to the tunes and PE Timmy 
also led dances to the lively music.  It was surely a 
fun and cheerful farewell! Thank you RC Makati San 
Lorenzo for making our stay in Manila so very 
enjoyable.  We felt so pampered and loved. 

♥♥ The Bonding and Beyond ����
Thanks to the liaison of PP Pearl it all began with IPP 
Erwyn leading a delegation of 20 from RCMSL to visit 
RCTP at the meeting on 14 July 2014 and delivered a 
speech "RCMSL Family - An introduction". With 
US$10,000 from RCTP and District 3450 Designated 
Fund of US$8,000, the International Service Global 
Grant Project provided a starting platform on which the 
2 clubs build international friendship.  

Now that the courtship has blossomed into a binding 
sisterhood, I am sure both clubs are looking forward to 
more collaboration and exchanges.  May our 
friendship prosper and develop and we certainly look 
forward to reciprocating the warm and abundant 
hospitality that we had experienced in Makai, Manila 
when we receive our sister club members in June, at 
RCTP 25th Anniversary Ball. 
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Area 6 Spring Dinner 新界八社春茗新界八社春茗新界八社春茗新界八社春茗

Peter Lam
The Area 6 (NT 8 clubs) Spring Dinner was held on 29th February at the New World Millennium HK Hotel in Tsimshatsui East.  
Our club fully supported with two and a half tables of members attended.  The event kicked off with the arrival of our DG Peter 
Pang who acted as the “Money King” (財神) and distributed Lai See which made everyone happy! Rotary Club of Channel 
Islands PP Sam Ching served as MC of the evening. Our club was delighted to have two good old friends from abroad attending 
– PP David Loie returning from Shanghai and PP William Choi (Braces) from our sister club Rotary Club of Taipei.  Besides the 
brief club reports by the Area 6 Presidents, we also heard presentation by PP Braces of the Water and Computer hardware 
projects in Cambodia & Myanmar which our club supported.  The main feature of the Spring Dinner has always been the games 
and this year was no exception and our club did well in winning prizes in games participated by PE William Yim, Dr. CM Yu and 
Joan.  But the most exciting part must be the Lai See Lucky Draw which so many of our members and spouses including Caren, 
Kenneth, Alan, Peter, Ada, Alice, Ron, Sally, William, Bebe, CM & Joan all received lucky money ranging from $20 to $1,000 and 
Peter and Caren were the most lucky ones winning the biggest amount “golden cow” $1,000 notes!  The party could not be 
completed without singing entertainment and our club was represented by PP Pearl & Sally with support from the “Tai Po 
dancing team” in the background . . . perhaps because of having new members from RC Tsuen Wan and RC Channel Islands 
inducted during the party, District Membership Chair PDG Jones Wong was particularly excited that evening, toasting wine all 
over the place and joining our club in dancing wildly on stage . . . Best wishes to everyone in the new year of the Monkey ! 
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On Oct 22nd of 2015, I was appointed the new committee 
Chair of 2016 Rotary HK Ultramarathon which was scheduled 
on Mar 6th, 2016.  At that time, I was not aware of the 
difficulties of organizing a race on a public road.  There is 
always time constraint for most Rotary events.  The critical 
part in this one is there are so many things that we had to do 
in sequence with each having its own deadline! 

We have 4-month time leading to the event day and in between, there are the Christmas and Chinese New Year 
holidays.
I called an OC meeting on Oct 28th to assess the situation and tried to map out how to organize this event since I 
had never done and was not involved in this type of event before.  I didn’t get much information from the 
experience of the past year.
My clever move is to ask our Francis to join the Organising Committee immediately.  I have to thank him from the 
bottom of my heart for not refusing me as he was fully engaged by Rotary Peace Concert which would be held on 
the same day.
What we need to do. 
1. We need to raise 1 million for our administration cost as soon as possible because all our activities hinged 

on this key issue.  To achieve this target, we need to launch our media promotion latest in February of 
2016 as we need to show all our sponsors’ names in our materials!

2. We need to apply for different kinds of permits and licences from Government departments within due 
time.  Yet all such permits and licences would be granted only upon submission of very detailed event 
plans.  All these formalities required the support from our racing organizer HKAAA but they could only be 
done after the Hong Kong Standard Charter Marathon.

3. We need to decide before the Christmas holidays on most of our artwork for manufacturing our Tee shirts 
and medals.

4. We need to recruit 100 relay teams before February. 

Frankie Wu 
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How we made it.

With the inspiration of PP Haywood Cheung in the meeting 
with Target Insurance on Dec 28th, 2015, we decided to 
donate all corporate registration fees to charity and tried 
to raise all the administration fund of one million HKD 
from the Corporate. With the help of Target Insurance and 
our OC members, we implemented aggressive media 
promotion plans for our sponsors and achieved our fund 
raising goal within one week.   This experience gave me a 
new opportunity to run a project in a completely different 
way from organizing usual Rotary projects.  
Once again, I benefitted from my Rotary experience and I 
have to say the success of the event is only an icing on the 
cake.  By doing service together, you can gain so much 
friendship from the Rotary platform. I hope all our 
members shall try their hands at some District Projects and 
you will realize how Rotary can change your life. 

Furthermore, cheers to the RCTP Team for completing the 50KM Relay!! 
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Youth Music Chill - A Dream that really did happen

20160306 the day to be remembered. 1500 of us. 5 hours intensive music programs shocked our world. 20 different performing parties demonstrated the message of Love and Peace through music and dance. 4 top-notch Hong Kong Pop bands and singer were there for us! 

Youth Music Chill is the kick-off to celebrate the 48th 
birthday of Rotaract. To make this extra special, we hosted an outdoor music festival in West Kowloon Cultural District NurseryPark. Rotaractors from all over Hong Kong and Macao brought friends together with snack, drinks and food to enjoy the recently rare breezy sunny weather here in Hong Kong. Rotarians from Hong Kong and Macao also joined to show their support to our youth.

No matter where you are from; no matter which club you belong to; no matter you are Rotarian or Rotaractor, all participants were together as one. We danced together. We sang together. We turned on our phone’s torch to wave together. We had ice cream and drinks together. The most amazing part is … we cleaned and picked up garbage after show together.
Can we do it? Yes We can!! It’s the happiest moment for all of us for a long time. 

The aftermath of Youth Music Chill is the tremendous 
amount of social media posts dominating all of our screen spaces. This shows the world how important it is to us. How much love and good memories we had in these 5 hours. How much we missed this great time of ours together.
It’s our Youth Music Chill. It did happen!!! 

Francis Au
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Star Reaching Project 2015-16 機不可機不可機不可機不可「「「「失失失失」」」」Closing Ceremony

William Yim
Star Reaching Project 2015-16 came to an end finally. The closing 
ceremony cum screenings was held at the assembly hall of Jockey 
Club Tai Po Children & Youth Integrated Services Centre on 13 March 
2016. We were honoured to have the presence of VIP guests from the 
Tai Po District Council, the District Fight Crime Committee (Tai Po 
District), Tai Po District Office of Home Affairs Department, and Hong 
Kong Children and Youth Services (HKCYS).  They embraced the 
teenagers and encouraged them to keep up. 
Before the ceremony started, teenagers, Rotarians and VIP guests
were grouped together to make some fotomos, a kind of handmade 
3D artwork. The word “fotomo” is a combination of German 
“fotografie ”, which means photography, and “model”. 3D artworks of
characteristic scenes in Tai Po, such as the Lookout Tower in Tai Po Waterfront Park, Lam Tsuen wishing tree and “dai pai
dong” food stall in Kwong Fuk Estate, were made artistically. 

In the commendation session, Mr. Kwok Wing-keung, MH, JP, the Chairman of District Fight Crime Committee (Tai Po District), and Ms. Wong Pik-kiu, MH, JP, the Vice Chairman of Tai Po District Council awarded the champion fotomo artist. Ms. Iris Lee, Assistant District Officer from Tai Po District Office of Home Affairs Department, and Ms. Ng Pui-ling, Agency Director of HKCYS, awarded “Certificate of Attendance” to 18 teenagers who attended the project, while 10 active participants were awarded “Certificate of Commendation” by Vikky as a token of appreciation of their show of enthusiasm and eagerness in the project. HKCYS Tai Po District Youth Outreaching Social Work Team and District Fight Crime Committee (Tai Po District) have organized Star Reaching Project since 1993. Our club co-organized the project with sponsorship from Tai Po District Council.

The ceremony officially started at 16:00.  We reviewed every joyful and touching moment in Star Reaching Project this year.  After emcee explained the objectives and the details of project, Mr. Joseph Mo, the Convenor of Youth Community-based Support Project Working Group gave a speech.  Teenagers had the opportunity to present their interests in front of the honourable guests, and our President Vikky also shared her views on the project afterward.
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Rotary Intercity Meeting in honour of 

Rotary Foundation Trustee Chair / Past RI President Ray Klinginsmith
14th March, 2016 at Regal Hong Kong Hotel

Claire Mak

It is not often that a District is graced by the visit 
of the Rotary Foundation Trustee Chairman.  We 
had the honour of welcoming current Trustee 
Chair, Past RI President Ray Klinginsmith on the 
occasion of the Intercity Meeting on 14th March.  
There are a number of surprises that evening.
The large turnout is likely to be something of a 
surprise.  The tables were so closely packed that 
everyone seems to be knocking on each other 
whenever one moves about. 

The Chinese Lion Dance was surprisingly agile despite the limited space to maneuver.  They provided the hype and 
the auspiciousness to the delight of our Guest from the States. 
The performance by a hybrid Chinese/Western orchestra comprising of under privileged children from the city 
outskirt and led by Conductor Gordon Siu was heavenly.  Even though they were split into 3 sides on where they 
stood, the music was surprisingly authentic surround-sound! 

What was NOT surprising though is the 
continued support that District 3450 
rendered to the Foundation.  As 
Trustee Chair discharged his duty of 
updating everyone on the RI’s 
initiatives on Foundation, he also 
expressed thankfulness and praises to
our District.  The many awards amply 
demonstrated the appreciation. 
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15 February 2016 Club Assembly
RR egular

meetings

7 March 2016

Minghay called upon 
members to support 
our runners at the 
2016 Rotary
Ultramarathon. 

Secretary-elect Jason 
spoke about the little 
promoted Golden 
Flower Award. 

President Vikky gave 
red packets to all and 
it has been a long 
while since CP Donald 
had received Chinese 
New Year lai see. 

PE William presided 
at the Club Assembly 
and also updated us 
on the progress with 
Annual Ball 
preparation. 

Lucky Roger won the 
hamper given out by 
Rtn. Dorothy. 

We understand how hard it is to be a dutiful firefighter from training to day to day work as we hear out our newest member, Rotarian Wilson Woo when he spoke on “The Joys and Tears of a Fire Fighter (消防樂
與怒)”

Family and good friends came especially to support Wilson on his talk: (from left) sister-in-law Rebecca, Pres. Vikky, Wilson, wife Joanna, cousin Ada, Alex Tsang (RC Central) and Alex Fan (PP RAC Taipo).

Huge turn-out for Wilson’s talk. 

Happy birthday Caren. 
RAC WYS College President Kevin briefed us on the Joint youth clubs Meeting to be held on 20 March at their College. 

The guests have it!  Visiting Rotarian Pres. Dennis Chan of RC HK Sunrise won the raffle gift from PP Peter of a special 2015 English fine bone china cup and saucer set to commemorate the birth of Princess Charlotte.



UpUpcoming 
events 

Chief editorChief editor

Claire MakClaire Mak
The editorial boardThe editorial board

Peter LamPeter Lam
Jason Lo Jason Lo 
MinghayMinghay YuYu

GOT SOMETHING TO SAY?
Tai Post wants to hear from you.
Write in to
clairemak.rctaipo@gmail.com
Tai Post reserves the right to edit 
articles for length and clarity. 
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David Chan
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Patrick Yung
Masayuki Tsubaki
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PATRICK FONG,
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NATALIE KWOK,

PETER LAM,
WILSON LAM,

DENNIS LO,
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CLAIRE MAK,
ROGER SO,

JACKY SUNG,
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LOUIS TANG,
WILSON WOO,
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CM YU, 

MINGHAY YU

AAttendancettendance

Happy
BirthdayMarch

11th Caren Chan 
17th Jimmy Wai
19th Masayuki Tsubaki
27th Leung Wo Ping

Ballroom, Regal HK Hotel, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong Rotary Fellowship Night Theme: Shanghai Night Dress Code: Cheongsam / Chinese gown jacket 

6:30 p.m. 10 APR(SUN) 

Al Pasha, Shop 401, K11, Honoi Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kln. 
3rd Theme Night “One Belt One Road”7:00 p.m.18 APR(MON)

Craigengower Cricket Club, 188 Wong Nai Chung Road, Happy Valley, H.K. 
Rotary Forum Panel Speakers: 
• Paul Chan Mo-PoSecretary for Development
• Addy Wong, CEO (Asia Pacific) Centaline Property
• Lawrence LiChairman, Light-BeTopic: Hong Kong Housing Policy (點子土地問題)

7:30 p.m.23 MAR(WED)

Kowloon Cricket Club, Cox Road, Kowloon Speaker:  Mr. Rickson ChowTopic:  Development and Application of Drone  
7:00 p.m.11 APR(MON)

VenueEventTimeDay
FEBRUARY 2016FEBRUARY 2016

Average attendance:  72% 


